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Abstract. Adaptive Case Management (ACM) is information technology for
the secure and transparent management of structured and unstructured business
processes, consisting of data, content, related work tasks and rules executed towards well-defined process goals. Thus, it goes beyond combining benefits of
workflow diagrams with ad-hoc task mechanisms. One of the notorious weaknesses of classical workflow technology is the experts' effort for getting a sufficiently complete specification of the process to create an executable which typically takes several months. In contrast, ACM provides goal-oriented mechanisms to enable performers to define and execute work tasks ad-hoc. In this paper, based on the definition of the ACM concepts, we analyze which setup steps
have to be conducted for an ACM system in a typical scenario from the service
industry. Our contribution is an identification of major factors that influence the
setup initiated by experts and the maintenance performed by business users.
Keywords: Adaptive Case Management, Business Process Management, ISIS
Papyrus ACM.

1

Introduction

Adaptive Case Management (ACM) is information technology for the secure and
transparent management of structured and unstructured business processes
representing work tasks linked to process goals with data and content [1, 2]. ACM
provides mechanisms to enable performers to define and execute work tasks ad-hoc
without preliminary process analysis and design. The tasks are always linked to at
least one goal with completion rules or need to achieve a customer outcome and are
monitored through operational targets. In this way, it embraces flexibility requirements such as variability, adaptation and evolution [3] which classical workflow systems often do not support to the full extent [4].
One of the weaknesses of classical workflow technology is the considerable effort
of analyzing a process for creating a workflow implementation. For instance, Herbst
and Karagiannis observe that the acquisition of workflow knowledge typically consumes three times more than the actual implementation [5]. While there are notable
benefits reported of implementing a process [6, 7], the setup costs often become a
roadblock for supporting a process with a dedicated workflow implementation.
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In this paper, we aim to conceptually investigate how the presumed benefits of
ACM in terms of reduced setup effort can be substantiated. The remainder of this
paper is structured as follows. First, we analyze the setup and maintenance factors of
an ACM system (ACMS). Then, we illustrate the implementation of these factors and
point out the adaptability of ACMS in the context of service contract management.
Our contribution is an identification of major factors that influence the setup initiated
by experts and maintenance performed by knowledge workers (KWs).

2

ACM Setup and Maintenance Factors

ACM methodology takes advantages of the process definition features of BPM to
cover specific process fragments, which must be executed in a specific way. This
enables ACM to utilize predefined process models like in BPM as a guideline for
users but not necessary force them to follow the existing steps from the models unless
this is required. However, to deal with unpredictable events happening while working
with a predefined process, ACM allows users to create and modify process models at
runtime (based on access rights) or create their own step by step performance. Once
the well-defined goals are reached the process instance can be converted to an abstract
(without the instance data) goal template. Therefore, it eliminates the need for fully
sketching out all details of the process beforehand.

Fig. 1. The ACM environment

Figure 1 depicts the overview of the setup and maintenance of ACM. A process
implemented by ACM requires a set of explicitly defined goals. The definition needs
access to data for the rule definitions. The rules are performed in natural language and
supported with interactive syntax guidance and data attribute validation. Goals can be
linked within a case or more importantly also across cases. There are several types of
goals: process goals, operational targets, and customer outcomes on the case level and
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statistically calculated key performance indicators. Process goals are rule definitions
using process data or checklists. Operational targets can be financial or service level
targets that are monitored at the case/process level and not just at the department or
capability level. That allows a drill down analysis when targets are missed. The factors relating to an adaptive process are goals (business view), outcomes (customer
view), skill or resources (capability view), work (task types, dependencies, checklists), data (forms and silo interface view), rules (for data and content, resources,
work), and content (inbound, outbound, social, email, rules).
In implementation, the ACMbase system is installed by IT people and can be applied in many business domains. Depending on each business domain, specific data
objects and templates are created by ACM consultants and Administrators (Admins in
short) in the setup phase. The maintenance is operated by KWs who handle instances
and ad hoc events in a particular business case. The performance of KWs is driven by
goals which are expected when a case closes. The setup and maintenance factors of
ACM are investigated with the ISIS Papyrus ACM system (ACMS). The ACMS is
illustrated in the context of service contract management in which the rigidity of BPM
and the flexibility of ACM are both applied simultaneously.
The setup an ACM is operated in the GUI for Admins. Admins are assumed to
have the knowledge of business operation in service contract management and is able
to administrate the ACMS. This is similar to other management systems where administrators need to have the knowledge of the system applied in a specific business
domain, e.g. database management systems.
The setup deals with the preparation of the base ACM system for use in a specific
business application in terms of the five elements of ACM: content, goals, cases, data
entities and GUIs. The setup is operated by Admins with the support from consultants
who have knowledge about ACM. Admins construct the templates from classes: data
entity, document (i.e., content), goals, rules, reusable processes, participants, and the
case itself holding all these elements. Without creating code, Admins configure the
setup with Admin GUIs based on the existing foundation classes in the ACMS. Thus,
comparing with a BPM setup, the ACM setup needs no technical support from IT
experts.
Figure 2 is a mash-up screenshot illustrating the implementation of the setup and
maintenance factors of the Papyrus ACMS. Within the limit of a short paper, we
represent the main interfaces illustrating the flexibility and ease of the ACMS in setup
and maintenance. As seen in Figure 2, Part 1 is the tree of objects which are setup by
Admins without coding. The Admins work on the Admin GUI to create business objects or templates. Depending on the business application domain, in this case service
contract management, the Admins create the suitable templates for KWs to operate
their daily business.
Data entities are the essential elements in a data centric system like ACMS. Customer and contract data objects are created by Admins and ACM consultants. Another
key element of ACMS is goals comprised of rules as conditions to decide whether the
goals are achieved. Rules are defined in Papyrus Natural Language Rule [9] within
the Papyrus ACMS. In service contract management, there are several goals such as
Service Contract Acquisition, Service Execution, Contract Audition, etc. (see Part 1).
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Each main goal can have su
ub-goals, for instance, the Service Contract Acquisition has
sub-goals which are Contract Composition, Contract Negotiation, and Contract A
Approval.
Each sub-goal can refer to pre-defined processes (i.e. sub-processes) which are executed to achieve the goaal. This element enables ACM to operate the BPM-llike
processes. Although sub-prrocesses are pre-defined to provide work support for the
KWs, they can be edited on
o the execution level (instances) by KWs. However, iit is
necessary to follow rigid stteps in the approval contract process. In this case, the ppredefined sub-process called Approval
A
Contract is operated rigidly.
Case templates contain all
a the necessary elements to achieve their goals. Howevver,
a case in the ACM is driven
n by goals. Therefore, Admins only define the data objeects
containing the goals of the case. Based on the templates created by Admins, the K
KW
performs their daily works in business GUI. However using the templates is not oobligate for KWs. KWs are asssumed to have capability to handle the unpredictable evvent
in their daily business by th
heir own way. The templates created by Admins are usedd as
guidelines for KWs and theey can choose or create by themselves the instances baased
on the current situation they
y are working on.
When the setup is accom
mplished, KWs are able to use the system with the businness
GUI of the ACM system ass seen partly in the right parts of Figure 2. We demonstrrate
how the system supports KWs
K
with the flexibility under the influence of content and
goal orientation.

Fig. 2. The impllementation of ACM setup and maintenance factors
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Part 2 of Figure 2 shows the overview of a case for customer Thomas Hinz GmbH
based on the case templates defined by Admins. The case is started with the main goal
Service Contract Acquisition. The content related to the case is still missing and needs
to be uploaded as Contract Proposal to start the case. In other words, the goal is triggered by the uploading data Contract Proposal. Note that the buttons Add Task and
Add Goal enable KWs to add new instances on the fly without the use of templates.
Part 3 depicts the uploaded Contract Proposal and three associated tasks become
available for KWs. The KWs choose the task Define SLAs to start compose the service contract definition and the condition contained in the contract document. Since
the SLAs and KPIs are completed, the contract is issued. Thus the goal Contract
Composition is reached as seen in Part 4. The goal Contract Negotiation does initially
not contain any tasks defined by Admins. The KW can add Tasks depending on the
current business situation by using the function Add Task as shown in Part 2. Although ACM supports the KW by adding tasks on the fly, the KW cannot edit the predefined processes which are important to meet compliance regulations. The goal Contract Approval contains the sub-process Approve Contract which is essential in service contract management. Therefore, the KW must operate this sub-process in the
way defined by Admins. This represents the rigidity of BPM applied in ACM.
When all the goals are reached, the main goal Service Contract Acquisition is
reached and the case is closed as seen in Part 4. The demonstration of ACMS GUI
shows that the system supports the flexibility for KWs to handle the unpredictable
tasks in the practical situation. Moreover, with the goal orientation, the system is reliable to satisfy the legal situation.
The maintenance of the system happens during its operating time and proclaims the
adaptability of ACMS. The reusable processes category contains the sub-processes
templates. When a process is created by KWs and used frequently, it can be added to
the reusable processes category by Admins. Moreover, the system supports KWs by
suggesting the most proper next step. This is performed by the User Trained Agent
(UTA) which examines the data pattern in a certain KW context to suggest future
steps based on pattern matching. Thus, the system improves itself by learning from
KWs and their activities which lead to successful closing of goals.
Table 1. Setup and maintenance factors

Factors
Goals
Data objects
Reusable Processes
Cases
GUI
Participants

Setup
Template (Tmp)
Data structure
Tmp
Tmp
Admin GUI
Admin

Maintenance
Instance (Ins)
Data value
Ins
Ins
Business GUI
KW

Learning
Tmp derived from Ins
Tmp derived from Ins
Tmp derived from Ins
Admin

Table 1 contains the summary of setup and maintenance factors. The minimum effort for setting up a process in an ACM system requires the definition of goals and
essential data objects. This is in contrast the factors that drive the effort of a classical
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workflow implementation. The work by Aysolmaz et al. investigates workflow setup
effort and finds that control flow complexity and number of different outputs of the
activities in the process model are the significant factors in this context [10]. This
means that processes with high control flow complexity and a high variation in outputs might potentially be much easier set up using ACM systems. This hypothesis
requires an empirical approach in future research.

3

Conclusion

In this paper we discuss the effort of setting up, maintaining and learning a process
using an ACM system. Based on a typical case of service contract management we
investigate the steps of setting up the system and compare it to the effort of setting up
a classical workflow. Our contribution is an identification of major factors that influence the process creation and reuse. We aim to investigate setup effort further in future research.
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